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f.mL"tl Swli ltiftr'Sit.J or t~L\)1~ 

I.Crushing & Screening and grinding & Cl~-;ification 

I. Equipment devel<>PEOts 

A large nUllber of research work has been perf oned to develOP the crushing 

and <.-rushing and grinding technology in .OOiurand SEil-sized •ines for the 

realization of 11>re crushing and less grinding and rediction of the particle 

size of gr i riding feed. The Moch i nery Eng irieering department of Central South 

University of Technology (CSUT) has developed a kind of gyratory crusher with 

a variable nip argle l 1.2} • Co.pared to a conventional jaw crusher , thus the 

throughput is in one time increased with sm energy ndlction and steel con

SU11Ption repectively.Beijing General Research Institute of Mining & ~tallurgy 

(OORDIO ;31 has coined a new ten of t«X-k nip angle,and has consequently deve

loped a new type of single-t<ale jaw crusher· . Coll>artd to conventional jaw 

crushers, it makes 20-5m increase of throughput and one time increase of liner 

I i re. ll~ PEX series ri rie jaw crushers ~e proposed by a Shanghai <--ollP3nY 

4, 5; . There are three specifications at prnsenl ti me . I ts d ischarse apen i ng 

c(Sri lk adjust.00 al tre rariges af tu-40. and 15-SO..,and the unit capacity in 

terms of ·Jischarge width is 0.8-1.2tl•.h. In normal cases, for a nonferrous 

•'.<..:rt<.u1tralc1r uf SOOt.IJ, l"O-slcige einc-cl(JS(:.-d crushi~ circuit flowsheet is 

ad>pted with substitution of P£X fine j<iw ~:rushers for eOB.>nb uSt!d standad 

c'.Onc crushers,which cara r~e tht: ~.~r·gy corisu111J>tior1 vf L"-tUiPA!f!nl and pr0110te 

tht: safety lt~vel of pr<Xilction k~ping the di:-;char-g~ oix!fling ~ing nol easily 

daokt!<l. A 11inE: 111iJchi11t.:ry factory hcJs irivt:r1b.-<l a kirid of wwerful fine jaw 

crust"~.suitable for crushing hard 10tP-rials with C0111Pressive resistance up 



to 25().fa. 

~ra institute of metallurgical construction in Xian has develaped a kind of 

high - efficiency vibratory aill or lfiZ - 1 aodel with a si>eeification of 

~200Xl320mm : 6, T . ln comparison with «l>200X1320llll Palla-200 mo&!HGerEnY) 

and <1>200X1320M CH-20 Dfel<Japan), the vibratory strength of the three are 8g, 

l()g and I5g respectively for CienenJ's ,Japan's and Oaina's;the capacities are 

respectively O.OSt/h, 0-0.25Vh and 1.5-4t/h; the installation rower- are re

SPeCtive\y 4kv.5.5kw and 5.5kv; the specific power are respectively 8(l(w.hlt. 

22-55kv.h/t and 13.75-36.'lkv.h/t and the size red.action ratio are repectiveb 

50, 50 and 200-lXL 

°'3ngsha Research Instituteof Mining Si Metallurgy has developed a kind of 

GPS~-3 model high-fequency vibratory fine screen l8l . Its characteristics 

are: 

l) using the IK>lion vith a high frequeocy and a low 8->litude; 2) the screen 

surface consists of screen net knitted by overlapped stainless steel; 3) adop

ting the floating bearing screen body with rubber and spring; 4) the aperation 

and maintenance are convient,and the PoWer required is lov. By use of it in an 

iron aine,it was indicated that the screening efficiency was 60-7Qi ,and the 

grinding size coapos it ion was a.e Ii orated <iie to the increase of screening 

efficiency. By use of the equ iPEDl in cOllE foation vi th other techn ica 1 arrange

ment, the ccipacity can be increase by 27.45X. 

2. Study on wearability of grinding media 

n.e oovelOPEnts of wearproof materials are focused on 111lti-element Cr 

series alloys. A kind of Cr series alloy vas develOPed. In the regrinding apera

tion by 11'2700X3600.. overflow •ills in ()agushan Mill, the <1>25U.- special

shaped lcw-Cr alloy cast grinding media were used instead of «l>30M forged low 

rartui slt..-el wl lets with the unit corisu.,tion of ~tee I balls is deer~ 

frOll 0. 794 to 0.353kg per ton of run of •ine ore. After Zhang Jiawa Mine Coll

pcir.y <illt-red the B~.f s~l balls used weviously to Cr st.eel balls, the con-
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sumvtion of slt.">t?l balls ckreased from 0. 794 to 0.35:ls per ton of ore. in the 

~ase of a t."Crlain griridi~ fineness, the mills using Cr~teel balls ecin in

cn:!a~ the unil uipacity fr;Jll 38.95 to ~.4S ton per ho11r ?er. sel. 

ri kind of self-fastening co111binalion boltl~'SS high-fr linei· W"aS <lesignW 

by a c..-ertain printing & dyeing indistry •ill '.9i ,which used riveting plate lo 

fasten the liners lo the shells of ai lls .Use of the low-flexibi Ii ty high-Cr 

cast galvaniz.ed iron liner Ekes its wearability exceed hieh-.angenese steel 

lir~.'Jith it installed ina ferlilizer factory,lheoutput increased by about 

2~ at near 20',; ~of energy consumption and 3-6 times increase of liner 

i ifc. An engirieering college has invented a kind of Mo-series high rare-earths 

Cc-alloy cast grinding ball and grinding segment. It is gained through direct 

s11eltirig Ly a vertical fumance with raw Mo uces, which provides a new way to 

utilize raw t-b-ores CQll>Cehensively. Tests indicated that the wearability of 

Mcr~rit::S high rare-earths Cr-alloy W-dS 5-10 tiES <is that of bearing steel 

balls. 

The electrochemical inverstigation on grinding process has been carried 

out for further enhancement of wearability of grinding media. it is indicated 

that about one-third of steel balls are corroded away in grinding process.The 

reasons are: 1) corrosion caused by the differences of standarc electrode 

p0tential in ..et.al ls; 2> wear corrosion resulted frOll the i11POCt action of 

sllXl bctlls arid feed materials.The pulp potential variation in the process of 

grinJing lead-line ores of Fankou Mine was studied at ~ ( 10, 11 ~ . [n the 

rcin~e of sludie<l conditions, Lhe pulp potential decreast:d with increc:sse of 

~rinJing lime anJ grinJin~ fineness. and the pulp pH value haJ a geat eff~t 

ura ~,u!1-> EX1lt.:ra:~iai.n1c '1UIJI po~licil irv.;rE>..ast.J with lhe ~of lime cidde<l 

;11 111i I ls.:>efon: flul.ation,the pulp PC'tencial was influenced by Lhe dd.lition 

~1ird.s <irad Lt11.· ·~u<111l.iLy ,fo.,tr ibuLiura ur I i1Dt!, ara<l lhE! Jiffererace belw~'E:!ra the 

L.ru pulp puteratlal valu1:S in I.ht! two cases of addin~ iill lime ir1 mills cinJ in 

cora<lilioraer .. s was <iLuut 400m1J.n1e J.1ul11 i.<>lkralieil <lecr-eetSe<l Ly Lhe "illilion of 

Xanthale and dilhiophosphale in •ills.On the basis of the testing results, 
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corresponding EaSUreS were taken to prevent the grinding media from being 

corrcied with respect lo the variation of pulp p0tential. 

3. Study of cominution theory 

Professor Xu X.H. and his graduates in Northeast University of Technology 

measured work index starting with lhe cominution praperties of materials bed 

C12) • They used an experimental Ethod to crush and i11t><tct the materials bed 

and gained the corresponding coefficients, which were called crush and impact 

work index respectively. In the EantiE, Bond VGnt i'ldex was measured by a 

standard •ill to make a para lled compar is ion. The results ind icaled that the 

crush work index sOOwed a good agreeEnt vi th Bond's and could si1P b be mea

sw-e, which could be taken into consideration as a substitution of Bond work 

index. 

The study of the comiinution mechanism of materials beds has SPWTed the 

devel<>PEllt of high-cn.pressicn roll •ills.Prof. Hwang S.S. ,et al. ( 13, 141 , 

have consistantb been f ocusirg on the study of the materials beds cominution 

technolOCY on high-cQll>reSSion roll ail ls in CSlIT. It is delmstrated that high

~ion roll •ills should utilize pure ~ive stress, which has much 

better effects in contrast with i1Pinsement and shearing force. In addition, 

they have studied the role of the i11Pingement cominution of aeterials beds, 

and found that the crush probabil i ty of ilP ingement crush of materials beds 

exist a li•itation value of saturation crush porbabi lity either in a single or 

1Ultiple repeated i11Pingement. Therefore, in the design of the crush equipment 

with impingement cominution of materials beds as its main cominution nrxie, 

the deter•ination of mechanical parameters should make the SCsluration-co•inu

tion probability OPti-, by which the si>eeific energy consumption of comminu

tion can be effedively decreased. 

4. Praspects 

Because of high energy consua>tion in grinding process, the technology of 
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" ~e crushing and less grinding " and subtitutioo of crushing for grinding 

will be fur·ther PrOIK>ted. There will be various ~rushing equipments to meet a 

tedmo I og i cal urgent need. such as the high-compress ion ro l l mi II s , w i I being 

constantly emerged. 

The desmd of uilraf ine materials is increasing day after day in various 

indistries,su the ultrafine !..Tushing equiPEOts and ultrafine screening equip

ments will be gradially taken seriously.~ith the development of the technology 

ofmaterials beds c0Minutiur1 and ultrafine cominution. theoretical approaches 

oo the .aterials beds cominutioo and the ultrafine cominution will being 

developed in depth constantly. 

II. Gravitatioo Concentration 

I. Technology and equipments '>f gravitation concentration 

(1) heavy Ediu• separatioo(HMS) 

HHS is applied IK>re extensively in Daina. A research institute aOOJ>ted 
two-stage three-flow separators to treat the raw ores in the Concentrator of 

Oongfong F!uorite Corporation : 15~ . 'ith feed size 2-lSmm and feed grade 

39. 77X CaF2,29.16X tai I ings to raw ores were discarded at a tailing grade of 

8.0S:i CaF2,which was lower than that of float ion tailings in 15%. A 52.82% 

average grade of the concentrate in combination with minus 2an fraction unsepa

raled was recovered, which had about 1 :n increase than feed grade w i th overa 11 

recovery up to 94. l'.t. A rt.~-'1rch institute in Hunan ! 16: adoted heavy medium 

cyclones to process the lean calck-si 11 iciou colloidal phosphoric ores in 

llunan Xiqi Phosphorite Mine.After two-stage separation of one roughing and one 

cleaning, three products of roncentrate, middl jng,c; and tai I ings were yield. 

With a feed grc,de of 14 . .;r. PA, the concentrate contained 24.44-25.16% P~5 

at a recovery of 66.6G'r., which could be used to prociJce phosphoric acid by wet 

method; the middling.c; contained 14.27% P:z05 at a recovery of 15.59%, 

which could be used to yield calcic-magniferous phoPhoric fertilizers after 



classificationand ~~lime; and the tailings had a yield of 33.76X with 6.71X 

PA content, which could either be •ixE:d with raw ores to~ calcic

magnferous phosphoric fertilizers.or be ~ as building materials. 

(2) Jigging 

There arE some recent develapments on extending the feed size range of 

jigs and using coarse jigs in preconcentralion for discarding waste, which is 

mainly attributed to the successful applications of the mvable sieve. jigs. 

A kind of TJD-75 model 110vable sieve jig ~ith a non-syaetric cycle has been 

develeped by Northeast Univers:~ of Technofogy,et al. (17) • it was used to 

preconcentrate the 12-12tm sized ores after pri11ary crushing in an iroo •ine. 

The y ie Id of the: tail i~ diSPQSed vas 1 Bi. and the ore grade was increased 

by C with recovery up to 95X. which was pronoul'lcedb 5'1Pef"ior to the precoo

centration result yielded by fixed sieve jigs with a sine eysle. 

Zigzag wave jigs have extended their passible applications as high

efficiency fine jigging equiPErtts. 'lbe DYTA-1150 ll>del hychlulic radial jig 

series prociiced by a machinery plant have ten specifications with 3 to 12 

dal>ers, the jigginc area is 9.9-39.&r,and ~ throughput is 30-180t/h. 
(3) Shaking tables 

The Research lr6tibM of Yunnan Tin inclJstn eo.>anY has Ede some 

recent achievments on structure improvements of table head and deck. In 

view of the disadvantages of Yunxi-type table tiead: the storke adjustment by 

110ving the pull rod position up and down and a narrow range of stroke adjust

ment. a new type cf YX-1 model table head has been developed (181 ,which 

preserves the advantages of Yunxi table head in 10tion J>effoniance. The stoke 

adjustment need not rove the pull rod position, and the stroke has a wide 

eidjustment range from 6 to 26m. the Research institute has also design two 

new types of gro<Y1ed decks f 19) • one of which is YXK-74 model deck for the 

separation of 37-150 microns fraction and the other is YYJ..-37 model deck for 

19-74 •icrons fraction. llteir characteristics are as follows: t) adding slllll\ll 

shallow ditch stripes to the concentration zone on the deck to avoid heavy 
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ainerals being flushed directly by eashing water; and 2) increasing the craw

ling distance of the ditches bottoa in die-out zone to enhance the separation 

of heavy and mediu• density 11inerals.lt was confirmed in prodaction practice 

that th is deck had a great capacity, a little C011SU1Ption of washing water, 

about HJX increase of recovery and up to 15% re<b:tion of oprating cost.A kind 

of TY500 model variable arm type bech table with an eccentric rocker mechaniS11 

has been developed by an institute !20} . Its stroke is 0-7• and speed 0-

1000--pm,which can all be SlA."'CeSSively ad.iusted in operation. 

(4) Spiral concentrators (Spirals) 

A kind of GL-600 IDdel OOuble-head spiral concentrator has been develaped 

by Guangzhou Research Institute of Non-ferrous Metal~ (21) .The spiral trough 

diameter is SOO., the spiral pitch is variable,and the spiral trough cross

section consists of the compord diagraas of cubic parabola, 1 ine,circle and 

parabola.TheGL-600 series have three pro<ilcts, i.e.GL-IA and GL-18, which have 

4 and 6 circles of spirals for roughing and scavenging respectiveb• and Gl-2, 

which has 1 circles of spirals for cleaning.The feed size nn;e is 0.03-2.S... 

The contrast eXJ>eri11e11ts indicated that its throughput,concentration ratio and 

separatio.1 efficiency are all higher than those of nonial spirals. A kind of 

DL-2000 aroel spiral sluice has been dew~loped by OORUll (22) . Its spiral 

trough diameter is 211, and the cross-section appears to be ~nd curves 

shape, which has a satisfactory response on wide size range materials separat

ion. Feed size being 0.04-4mm, the capacity for a single spiral is up to 

5-lOt/h. Production practice confirmed that the facility could be used to 

concentrate free cassiterite before table floatation instead of shaking tables, 

which solved the problems resulting from tables,such as a large occupation 

area and a high consumption of electricity and water. 

2. Fine particle gravilation concentration new technology in 

~ composed-forces field 
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------------------------ - -

( 1) Centrifugal concentration 

A kind of contim.1ous efflux centrifugal COlk.~trator developed by BGRUll 

:23~ can feed and discharge SUC\..--essively, which uses the compound forces of 

strong i~lsive force fr011 high~ession water efflux: strong centrifugal 

precipitation force and Biganold's force to join in separation. Its centri

fugal separation efficiency is up to 660,belonging to strong centrifugal force, 

and the hiKh-cait>ression efflux pressure is 1.5-2Wa. This equiPEOt cal\ handle 

ultrafine materials of •inus 10 •icrons, and can recover cassit:eritc particles 

00vn to 3 •icrons. The SL-600 model chm of the equiPEnt fo 600m in diameter 

and l..U.. in length with a capacity of 250-43Cb/h. Vith it uesd in Guansxi 

°'3ngpo Mill to process -10 •icrons tin slimes, for the feed containing 0.40-

0.5~ Sn, the concentration ratio was 6.57-8.81 at an aperation recovery 

of 51.25-53.95% after one roughing operativ~1. and the cassiterite recovery was 

83.3-85.761 for +5 •icrons fraction and 50.71-59.SGX for the fraction of -5 to 

+3 •icrons. 

The camber votex panning pan developed by CSUT (24) adds a votex part 

under a C3llber cyclone for cleaning, through which additional water is paured 

in for the second concentration of down-flow. 

(2) Magneto-gravity separation 

Magneto-agglomeration gravity c:mcentration is to magnetiz.e the feed s1te

rials in the light of a magnetic field, resulting in materials agglomeration, 

then the megnetic agglomerates are separated from gangue •inerals under the 

action of gravitation.Aft.P.r its successful applications in two iron concen

trators, a satisfactory result has again been obtained in the separation of 

vanadiu1 and titanium magnetite at present 125J • For the feed of -0.3-,siz.e 

with 27.6~ fe content, a concentrate contairiing over 57% Fe was attained with 

over 69% recovery. Compared to previous low-intensity magnetic separation--

5ieving flowsheet, the concentrate grade increased by 1.44% ,and the capacity 

rose by 39'.t due to the coarse feed. 
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3. 1lieory of gravity concentration 

The hindered settling velocity for1a1la suiting for ultrafine unifor• 

spheric particles group has been inferred in theory by Yang Y.J.and Yao X.D. 

with respect to the assumption of effective action zone ~26: .It is confirmed 

in practice that the derived formula has a better coincidence with the objec-

1.ive role than previous ones, which poosesses an indJstrial significence for 

the investigations on gravity concer.tration,classification and condensation of 

ultrafine materials.A kind of S>ving sieve jig cycle curve suitting for coarse 

particals separation has been designed by Sun C.B. and Sun Y.B. (221 ,using 

sampling eXJ>eriEntal facilities and theoretical analysis. Its foundaEntal 

form is that the descent 9>tion time of sieve frame is short with a high speed, 

and the ascent mtion time is long with a low speed.CM-ins this kind of cycle, 

particals stratified according to the travel mt ion difference between light 

and heavy mineral particles in initial acceleration section in bed rather than 

according to the terainal velocity of IK>tion. The experiment with real ore was 

carried out by use of the non-symetrical jig cycle designed by this theoreti

cal anabsi5,and the result was obviously superior to that gained by sine jig 

cycle. 

According to the current mtion characteristic along the length tJirection 

of spiral trough, the current of spirai sluice was divided into initial and 
stable section by Hwang S.A. (28) , and the distributions of the parameters in 

the initial current section were studied for the first time, such as inertial 

film thickness, average flow rate, Reynolds number, unit width of flow volume, 

accumulation volume and radial net volume. The current motion charateristics 

of various cross-sections in initial section are different, and this part is 

about 1.5 coil long. It plays a role to push light minerals to the edge and 

coarse heavy minerals to the intermediate zone, which is useful for the 

separation and distriction of light and heavy minerals. 

4. Prospects 
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In consideration of ecnomy and enviromental protection, 11.lCb attention has 

been paid on gravity concentration in recent years. Gravity concentration has 

SOEWiat extension in the applications of preconcentration for coarse partical 

ores and roughing for com>n ores, and the theoretical approaches and process 

siaulation of gravity concentration have also Ede some achieveEDts , but its 

future vil be dependent on the develoments of the new methods for finer parti

cles recovery.In late years, the research of gravity concent.ration is focusing 

on the develoPEnt of new technology and equ:pment for ultrafine materials 

separation, while the main prospective direction is to use the processing 

method of COIPQSed-f orces field with centrifugal force in COllbination with 

various forces field (such as gravitation, centrifugal, magnetic and interface 

force). 

III. Magnetic & Electrostatic Separation 

1. Tehcnology and equipment of magnetic separation 

(1) Low-intensity magnetic separation 

The devel<>PEOts of lov intensity magnetic separation principally invoves: 

(a) design of highs- intensity aim magnetic separators with N<FeB magnets; (b) 

develapment of magnetic separattors for bulk mterials separation;(c) stren

gthing low-intensity magnetic separation. 

A kind of CT-1416 model permanent magnetic <hlll has been developed by 

BGRUl4 (29) • Its magnet systell is coa><>unded by N<feB and strontium ferrite 

ESRets, and the average indaced magnetic intensity is up to 0.56T at the 

POie surface. The assembly ESRetiz.ation technique was adopted to magnetiz.e 

tkf'eB magnets. The magnetic ct-um shows a large bending strength and a great 

loa<ling capacity . ~ith it used in an iron 11ine, its yearly capacity was 1.215 

mill ion tons of raw ores, and 0. 1395 mill ion tons wast with grade 11.18% was 

prediscarded,makirag the grade of the feed entering the mill--separation system 

increase fr<>11 37.85i to 40.38% which had an apparent effect in energy saving. 

10 



A kind of CIDY-1214 IK>del mile bulk cry aegnetic separator has developed by 

BGRUlt ;30r . Its magnet system consists of various~ 11aterials.The 

incbced magnetic intensity on the crum surface is about ~.4T. and the magnetic 

field has large action depth.The dru• adopts non-magnetic cast iron instead 

of eXPe11Sive stainless steel .cast cower or aluainilm. The facility is mveable. 

and has a great flexibility of application . The CT'lXi-1516 IK>del bulk anectic 

separator developed by Maan5han Research Institute of Mine (31) has about 0.4T 

of irdiced magnetic intensity on the crua surf ace. Its <k-ua diameter is longer 

than that of cr-1416 IK>del. 

A research institute in Baotu has developed a type of chm separator with 

N<FeB magnets f321 • Co.pared to tradictional cha separator with ferrit.e 

ESOOts. its chm surface intensity is higher up to 0.35T,the magnetic poles 

nu.i>er reaches up to 8,and the magnetic field distribution is rational. It has 

formed NTC series with the specification of ~750XISOO... By use of the 

equiPEnt in the concentrat.or of Baotu Iron & Steel ~.the irdlstrial 

experiEntal results dem>n.5trated that the grade and recovery of concentrate 

increased by l.02X and 2. 7~ respectively in COIP<lrison to that gained by chm 

separators with ferrite magnets. The concentrators of Baotu Iron & Steel 

Company has developed a kind of CBN ioodel ~1050Xl.UX. permanent mediur 

intensity magnetic separator (33J .Its magnet system consists of COllPOUlld 

materials. It adopts a co1Plets reverse-current bottom cabinet.Water pipe are 

installed at the bottom of the feeder, and the pipe valve can be adiusted by 

necessity. resulting in pulp agitation dispersion under the action of 

~ressing water and enhan<..-ement of effective separation. 

(2) High-intensity magnetic separation 

Wet high-intensity induced rol I magnetic separators are extensively used 

for the separation of manganese ores. BGRHIM has developed a kind of induced 

ri>uble-rol: high intensity magnetic separator(Hll-6). The maximum induced 

masnetic intensity in the working zone of the upper roll is 1.4T, and the 

bottom one is 1.8T. A compound magnetic pale pairs is adopted, and the pale 
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heads and roll teeth are treated by coating a layer of vearproof alloy to 

i!ll>fove the wearability. The coils are externally cooled by water. 

Ring type Hltfi mainly C01Prises tvo types-horizontal and vertical ring. 

The Z-shape plate matrix structure was proposed to separate hematie on the 

basis of the investigations on the plate matrices in horizental ring Hitt;. the 

attained recovery W--dS higher than that by use of conventional teeth plate 

mterices.The main reason is that Z-shaped teeth plate has meandering triangle 

teeth, resulting in pulp redistribution. flow rate decrease. thin fila fonia

tion and network distribution of magnetic intensity and gradient in the work
ing zone. thus increasing the capture probability of aineral particles.There

fore.the recovery of magnetic •ineral particles can be increased. 

l.3) High gradient magnetic separation 

Conventional high gradient magnetic separators(llitfi) can be used for the 

purification of non-metallic ores,such as kaolin.However, it can not be effec

tively applied in metallic ores separation We to the mechanical entrainment 

easily occured in magnetic mtriced. In view of the above-Entioned disad

vantages, the investigations on redaction of mechanical tramp have been pro

ceeding by CSlIT froa the begining of 1980's.The vibration,pulsation and vibro

pulsation llitfi have been developed one after another,which can eff ectiveb 

eliminate the mechanical entrainment of matrices and increase the separation 

efficiency. 

For the Cu-Pb bulk concentrate in Henan containing 35% Pb and 3-5%Cu,after 

two stages of high gradi ::nt magnetic separation (one roughing and one scaven

ing), a Cu-concentrate with 15-1~ content, less than 6%Pb content.and 84%Cu 

recovery,and a Pb-concentrate with over 41%Pb content less than 0.8%Cu content 

• and 96-98%Pb recovery were ~ined f341 • 

Sl...00-1500 model vertical ring pulsation ~ W--dS used to separate the 

overflow of <1>350. hydrocyclones fed by the ground and classified jig 

:riiddi ings in Gushan Iron Mine. for the feed of 26.11%fe content, the concen

Ln1te grade WGIS 56. 78'~ ffith ar. operation recovery of 54.54% on)y one pass. 

1: 



Various fine tailings d: _;.:ha~ed in the t.<1 i a ings 0011 ·1ere class i f:ed Lo 

separate, and the concentrate grade ~c:sS 56. 2:-.fe at <1 n:~~o'lerJ o! :,;~. ~~ 

through one pass only. 

~. vibro-pulsation llJK) 'iaS used to process the tat.alum and niobium sl ir;j(!S. 

In comparison to previous flowsheet (centrifugal separator-belt sluice).lhc 

re.--overy increased by about 2m with si•i lar concentrate grade. 

After the successful achievements on the investigations of the new techno

logy of wet high gradient magnetic separation, the study of cry high gradient 

magnetic separation has again been proceeded by CSlIT t35l .For the refractory 

kaoline with particle size less than 40 •icrons,the Fez03COOtent decreased 

from 2.2% to 0.8~ with a yield of 86.~ concentrate after once ch vibration 

high gradient magnetic separation. 

(4) Magnetic fluid separation 

The centrifugal magnetic-fluid separator developed by Zhang Y.P.et al. 

l36~ , is a vertical dnlll containing magnetic fluid with a circular qnet 

system installed around.The magnetic field is strong in outer part and weak in 

centre, as resulting in the formation of ESOOtic gradient along the r-dCJial 

direction. In separtion process, the cru• and the magnet system rotate at 

a certain angular velocity or only the drum rotates with the magnet system 

fixed. The solid particles exsting in media are mainly subjected to the actirJOS 

of centrifugal and magneto-floatation force.By adjusting the drum rotation 

SPeed. the magnetic fluid density and the magnetic field charateristics,the 

materials are gained separation dependent on the differences of density and 

magnetic permeabilities. This facility has a high separation $Peed.a high pre

cision and a great capacity, especially suiting for fine materials sepe11dtion. 

2. Magnetic-flocculation, selective magnetic seeding and coating separation 

1l"1e sett.I ing performance and its impact factors of E&netic particles in a 

uniform low-intensity magnetic field were studied and analized by 'ki Y.H., 

<!l al. '.rl: . The concepts of moveable magnetic chains flow bed, imoveable 
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magnetic condensation state and unstable magnetic condensation state were 

proposed,and the magnetic flocculation of magnetite vas considered to exsit a 

critical magnetic strength. i:ith other factors fixed, the key is to deteraine 

a suitable magnetic strengU-1 and ascent waler speed. 

The main parameters and theoretical llldels of rheologic states of high

intensity magnetic susi>ensioos were investigated by JiargC.L. ,et al., and the 

shear-.agnet ic-agg lomerat ion J>n)CeS.5 and the physical properties of feeding 

11aterials were taken into consideration ~iveb which provided a 

theorectical criterion for separation by magneto-gravity principle (38) • 

The investigations on selective seeding flocculation anetic separation 

and selective seeding magnetic separation of lean ultrafine slime bearing 

siderite, li100it.e and specularite were carried out by Song Q. Y. ,et al. (39) • 

COlllared to the results f n>il direct magnetic separation and selective floccu

lation magnetic separation, it vas indicated that the selective seeding flo

cculation magnetic separation was the 11>St effective method. 

The study on hematite seeding agglOEration-high polymer flocculation

gravit.J corantration technology was carried out by Hu X.M. ,et al. (40) • The 

results dell>nstrctted that u.e· technology had a good selectivity for hematite, 

and the obtained f loccules .ere ID"e <DllQCt, stronger and coarser than those 

gained by a single seeding agglC'IEration process or a single high-polymer flo

cculation process.which were suitable for gravity concentration. 

Song 0. Y. ,et. al., studied t.he selective magnetic coating on specularit.e 

and its •ixed ganguge i4!: .The i11POCt factors on the selective mgnetic coat

ing separdtion of specul<icite arid gangue such as quartz, barite arid dolo•ite 

were investigate<l,anJ the sa~ irivestigations were carried out on the tailings 

of hi&lrinlensily masnet.ic separation in a mill .The testing results showed 

that the selective adlesion of magnetic seeds to the surfaces of weakly mag

netic •inerals could i111J>rov~ the n.-covery CJf weakly magnetic iron •iraerals. 

3. theory or magnetic separation 

14 



The magnetic field charJteristics around SEil wire mtrixes in a magnetic 

fieiJ t1<i'lt.; :>ibl"1ific-&1t i~acls on high uadienl magnetic separatior1. The mag

nclk field d1i.1rat.t?rislics around the sml l wire mtrices with a rectangular 

ur a polyburl(si crc.ss-st..'Clior1 were sludieJ in CSlIT by use of finite difference 

and finite element Ethod '.41.42: .and IBflY i1POrlant conclusions have been 

drawn. 

4. Electrostatic separation 

PrOllising results have been achieved on the separation of ultrafine ruti le 

by use of self-.ade si>eeial hi&h-tenlion drum electrostatic separation of 

60.CXXl volts and si>eeial structure of electrodes in CSUT :42} with prillarJ 

ore and beach Si1nd as feed. 

The primary ore feed contains 60X 0.04-0.074- fraction, and 40%-0.04. 

fraction.-0.02- fraction occupies 15: in lhe sa11>le. It can be seen that the 

sa111>le size is finer. 

~ the feed for electrostatic separation contains ~.81 TiCk, a final 

concentrate with a grade of 00.5~ TiCk and 86.2: recovery can be derived from 

the cleaning concentrate of the aixture of the rough concentrate gained by one 

roughing and the concentrate of aiddiings reseparation. 

Beach sar.d t.as a coarser feed size.the 0.074-0.12- fraction contains ll>St 

of thea and the -0.074- fraction contains 5-6%.While the feed for electrosta

tic separation contains 63.4% TiCk .a coocentate with 91.8:i TiCk content can be 

yield <it a recovery of 98X after one roughing and one cleaning. A satisfactory 

result has also been gained on beach sand separation with the sieve plate type 

ekictrostatic ~ar-Jtor develoried by Guangzhou Research Institute of Non

ferrous Metals. 

5. Prospects 

The qnelic seperation of ultrafine weakly magnetic •inerals and the 

elt-ctrostalic Sl.'Paration of ultrafine refractory ainerals will be the principal 

n~rch field in future, and the C."<>111Plex iorces field OOKS and electrostatic 
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separator are the key fcr.:iiities for these 11aterials separation. 
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